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ABSTRACT
This paper presents preliminary results of application of aspects to address one of the Model-Driven Development (MDD) approach key issues, namely the pluggability principle. According to this principle, a MDD based software solution should provide transformation definition rules that can be plugged into a model-driven transformer to provide automatic mapping between models. We identified the invocation of these transformation rules as a new early aspect for model-driven transformers engineering. This paper presents the main ideas behind this new early aspect, discussing its impact on model-driven transformers engineering.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Aspect-Oriented Software Development (AOSD) aims at providing improved modularization and composition techniques to handle crosscutting concerns. Crosscutting concerns are encapsulated in separate modules, known as aspects, and composition, or weaving, mechanisms are later used to weave them back to the base modules in compilation, loading or execution time [16, 3].

Aspects are concerns that crosscut an artifact’s dominant decomposition or base modules derived from the dominant separation-of-concerns. Early Aspects (EA) are aspects identified since the earliest phases of software development process [3]. Separation of crosscutting properties in early stages of the development and identification of their mapping and influence on later development stages makes it possible to identify conflicts and establish possible trade-offs early in the development cycle and promotes traceability of broadly scoped requirements and constraints throughout system development, maintenance and evolution [14].

Techniques to identify EA have been proposed [1, 6], but it is still an open issue for AOSD [12]. To deal with this challenge, we investigated EA on the model-driven transformers engineering specific application domain. For this domain, this paper proposes a new early aspect: the transformation rules set and its invocation.

This paper claims that these transformation rules are a crosscutting concern in model-driven transformers. The paper also argues that encapsulating these transformation rules in one aspect addresses the pluggability principle, one of the main issues in model transformers engineering.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the model-driven transformers engineering; Section 3 analyses the transformation rules aspect, and the impact of this aspect on the model transformers engineering; Section 4 concludes the paper and discusses future works.

2. MODEL-DRIVEN TRANSFORMERS
According to Model-Driven Development (MDD), software should be modeled at a high-level of abstraction and transformers - software components specialized in converting source models into target models - should be provided to automatically map input models into source code for some specific platform or technology. This mapping is typically based on a set of transformation rules (TR) [17].

In spite of its benefits, there is still a large gap between MDD specifications and their software implementations. In fact, MDD depends on transformers, but it does not suggest how to construct transformers and that is where considering TR as an early aspect may contribute.

The TR pluggability principle requires the transformer's software architecture to be continuously modified to deal with new transformation definitions. More specifically the pluggability principle demands TR to be connected to a transformer without impacting the transformer’s software architecture while at the same time providing transparency to the software users.

Thus, the transformers architecture must be designed con-
sidering the pluggability principle. Treating TR as an aspect from the earliest phases of the transformers engineering improves the capability of their architecture to support changes in the TR set.

There are some works in literature dealing with transformers architecture issues. AndroMDA is an open source MDD framework developed for multiple target platforms based on the concept of cartridge. The cartridges consist of one or more files combined in a Java archive (jar), a cartridge description XML file and one or more code templates [19]. A cartridge provides a metamodel, a set of TR, and code templates to define how UML models are transformed into specific platform code. It defines transformations for web platforms, such as Spring, JSF, Hibernate, Struts, and others [15].

However, it is necessary to have deep knowledge of the AndroMDA architecture to specialize a cartridge. In our proposal, the user only needs to be aware of (1) the object that encapsulates the source model; and (2) how to construct TR. Our “cartridge” is a skeleton. Thus, just a few completions are necessary and there is no need to cope with technological issues (such as AspectJ).

The openArchitectureWare (oAW) is a tool under the Eclipse Modeling Project (EMP) [13]. Models are imported in XMI format, and there are files and Java classes that perform transformations. A cartridge is expressed as an “.oaw” file. When changes are required, it is necessary to extend a default transformer (a Java class) to add modifications in order to cope with the new cartridge. Our approach intends to create TR as an aspect that will be connected to the transformer in weaving time, which prevents direct code manipulation.

3. ASPECTS IN MODEL TRANSFORMERS ENGINEERING

Many tools and frameworks has been created to support transformations between models. For instance, the Software Engineering Research Group of the Federal University of Goiás, in Brazil, has developed a model-based domain-specific software development framework to address Enterprise Information Systems (EIS) software synthesis based on high-level conceptual models which specify data, business rules, and user interface features [2, 4].

Figure 1 shows the main components of the framework’s architecture. There are five main tiers: user interface, interface-application, application, business and persistence. Each tier addresses one concern of the EIS engineering and has its own TR set, generating corresponding components of the EIS software. Inversion of Control is an important element of this architecture since the generated EIS software execution is controlled by the framework run-time engine.

Complex EIS software for the agriculture domain was successfully generated using that framework. However, when new IS requirements demanded evolutions, the high coupling of its architecture was revealed. The framework architecture did not address modularization in TR, causing changes to the framework TR to be difficult and error-prone. The framework code which dealt with model transformations was repetitive, spread, replicated and highly coupled throughout its architecture. Figure 1 illustrates such scenario.

Since each TR set is totally dependent of the framework’s metamodels, the transformations are quite repetitive. Each
source metamodel element is transformed in one corresponding element in a target code (for user interface, or business rule control, for example). The set of transformations for each part of the generated code leads to IF-ELSE chains (relative to each source metamodel element) been repeated along the framework’s architecture, changing only the condition within the IF statement. Thus, TR are crosscutting concerns in this architecture due to metamodels dependencies.

A software refactoring of the framework architecture was initiated, as it is shown in Figure 2. The driving forces for this refactoring were: 1) to apply Aspect-Oriented Programming, benefiting from aspects’ capabilities to modularize crosscutting concerns and code composing [10]; and 2) to encapsulate TR in aspects since they are variability points in model transformers components architecture [18, 5] and crosscutting concerns of the presented framework architecture.

Figure 3 presents the conceptual model that represents the proposed scenario. The tool responsible for transforming models is a Transformer, which loads and checks the consistency of a SourceModel. A SourceModel can be loaded from a file and there is a software component responsible for handling the received format, that is, receiving the model, constructing an equivalent Java object and verifying its consistency with the respective metamodel.

An aspect called TransformationAspect advises the transformers’ code. After model loading and checking is completed, the TransformationDefinition is applied to convert a SourceModel into a TargetModel.

A TransformationDefinition is a set of Transformation-Rules. TransformationAspect works as a cartridge, analogous to the AndroMDA cartridge (including the similar content: source metamodel, source model and transformation definition) [19].

Every SourceModel conforms to a Source Metamodel and every TargetModel conforms to a Target Metamodel. A Mapping between elements of both metamodels configures a TransformationRule. Listings 1 and 2 show, respectively, simplified samples of a transformer and a transformation aspect code. A transformer contains a SourceModel attribute, its access and modifier methods, and some other methods responsible for performing Source Model load, Source Model checking against its metamodel, and a main method to simulate the execution of a transformation.

In our approach, TR and target models are modularized into an aspect. It is possible to change the TR according to the platform because aspects technology enables us to access the transformers context and data transferred in method calls (parameters originally passed to the method) [7].

In this case, a Source Model is passed to the checkInputModel method and, after it finishes its execution, the transformation definition code that was woven into the transformers code converts the source model into a target model according. After the target model is produced, another software component is responsible for exporting it in the desired format.

Thus, TR become totally pluggable, since a change to a transformation definition consists of an aspect substitution to advice the same transformer, but with a new transformation code into the transform advice body. This approach results in modularization and pluggability, separating target technology concerns in distinct aspect bodies.

Listing 1: Transformer’s code

```java
package mddtransformer;
public class Transformer {
    private SourceModel source;
    private SourceMetamodel sourceMeta;

    public Transformer() {
        source = new SourceModel();
        sourceMeta = new SourceMetamodel();
    }

    private SourceModel getSource() { return this.source; }
    private void inputSourceModel() { System.out.println("Source model was loaded"); }

    /** Check the model against the respective model. */
    private void checkInputModel(SourceModel s) {
        /** Code that perform checks. */
    }

    public static void main(String[] args) {
        Transformer t = new Transformer();
        t.inputSourceModel();
        t.checkInputModel(t.getSource());
    }
}
```

Listing 2: Transformation Aspect code

```java
package mddtransformer;
public aspect TransformationAspect{
    pointcut transform(SourceModel s): execution (* *.checkInputModel(SourceModel)) && args(s);
    after(SourceModel s): transform(s) { Transformer t = new Transformer();
        TargetMetamodel targetMeta = TransformationDefinition t;
        System.out.println("Target model produced");
    }
}
```

TR are specified as a Java IF-ELSE chain (referenced as direct model manipulation [11]), the default solution to transform models. Nevertheless, we are investigating the use of emerging formats to specify TR, such as MOFScript. 
All the TR are encapsulated into one aspect, what reduces scattering, tangled and repetitive code and increases evolvability and maintainability of the framework. This enabled the pluggability required by MDD.

Thus, the experience accumulated with this refactoring indicates TR as a recommended early aspect for the model-driven transformers engineering and the transformers call as crosscutting concerns in frameworks that use MDD.

4. CONCLUSIONS

This paper showed how the composition capabilities of AOP can be used to weave transformation definitions in a model-driven transformers’ architecture. This is a contribution to early aspects research since transformation definitions can be considered as aspects since the earliest phases of a model-driven transformers engineering.

Our initial results confirm that AOSD is a suitable paradigm to address modularization and separation of concerns problems in MDD. These results enforce the tendency that the scientific community has reported of migrating aspects from solutions to non-functional requirements to non-trivial requirements and variability points modularization [9, 8].

This proposal benefits the software industry and their investments since business changes, which reflect in market pressures and technologies evolutions, could be well managed with aspects, changing the target technology in an easy and maintainable way.

Finally, the main contribution of this paper is to reveal a new concern in MDD that can be treated as an aspect since the earliest phases of a model-driven transformers engineering.

1. Velocity
2. ATL
3. QVT
4. XSLT

Additionally, this paper presents a discussion about model-driven application frameworks. Since there is no a reference architecture for such kind of software, treating transformer invocation as a crosscutting concern and candidate aspect is conceivable.
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